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1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to illustrate with numerical experiments the behavior of certain al- 
gorithms of a particular kind involving exact regularization when they are used to solve two 
particular problems: a boundary value problem for a nonlinear elliptic PDE and a semilinear 
elliptic system which serves to model the equilibrium of a confined plasma. 
In both cases, the main difficulty is due to the presence of a discontinuous nonlinearity. This 
implies that fixed point-like algorithms are not feasible, because the iterates are not well defined. 
In the second case, an additional difficulty is the presence of a constraint. 
The algorithms used in this paper have been introduced in [1] (see also [2]). They use: 
1. Variational reformulation so that each problem is expressed as the search of critical points 
of a functional that is the difference of two convex continuous functions. 
2. Exact regularization. This permits us to replace the original problems by other equivalent 
regular problems. Then, critical points are characterized as the solution of new equivalent 
(dual) problems for which fixed point algorithms are well defined. 
Furthermore, for the numerical solution of the examples considered in this paper, we have used 
3. Finite element approximation techniques. 
For the computations in this paper and also for the presentation of the numerical results, we have 
used the MODULEF finite element library (see [3]). 
In a forthcoming paper, we will apply similar techniques to other related (but different) 
problems (some of them, possibly, have no variational formulation, others involve a system of 
PDE's, . . .  ). 
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2. A F IRST  PROBLEM:  AN ELL IPT IC  PDE 
WITH A NONL INEAR D ISCONTINUITY  
Our problem is the following: 
Find u • H2(~) such that 
-Au(x)  • H(u(x) + a(x)) a.e. in ~ (1) 
u=0 on0~.  
Here, ~ is an open bounded set in R 2 with smooth boundary 0~, the function a : ~ ~ R is 
given and H is the following maximal monotone operator (depending on a parameter a • R), 
associated to Heavyside's function: 
0, for s < 0, 
H(s)= [0, a], fo rs=0,  
a, for s > 0. 
In the general context introduced in [1], a variational formulation can be obtained by taking 
H = L2(~), V = H~(~), B :the compact embedding H~(~) ¢-* L2(~), 
f :  H~(a) , R, f (v)= ~ IVvl 2 dx, Vv • H~)(a), 
12 
g : L2(~) ,R, g (q )=/G(z ,q )dx ,  Vgen2(~2), 
, J  
with G(x, s) = a(s+c~(x))+ V(x, s) • ~ × R (so that OsG(x, s) = H(s+oL(x))). Then, problem (1) 
can be rewritten as 
Find u • H01(~) such that 
A lgor i thm and Convergence 
In this case, Algorithm 1 in [1] reads as follows: 
(a) Fix A > 0 and choose P0 • L2(~). 
(b) Then, for any given k > 0 and Pk • L2(l'~), 
(b.1) Compute uk+l • H~(i2), by solving 
Of(u) - B*Og(Bu) ~ O. 
I -Au  = Pk, in ~, 
u = 0, on 0~. 
(2) 
Finite Element Discretization 
For simplicity, it will be assumed that the domain ~ is a polygon. Let Th be a triangulation 
of ~. We use P1-Lagrange (piecewise linear) finite element approximation. 
Consider the finite-dimensional space 
Vh = {Vh; Vh • C°(~), Vh IT • P1, VT • Th } 
(b.2) Set pk+l(x) = H~,(uk+l(x) + oL(x) + )~pk(x)) a.e. in l'~. 
In (b.2), HA is the Yosida approximation to the maximal monotone operator H; i.e., 
H~, = -~I ( Id -  (Id + AH) -1) 
It can be proved (see [1]) that any sequence {uk} generated by this algorithm possesses subse- 
quences which converge weakly in H(~(~). The limit of any such subsequence is a solution to 
problem (2). 
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and its subspace 
V ° = {Vh; Vh E Yh, Vh = 0 on Of~}. 
Of course, Vh and V ° must be viewed as approximations to H 1 (f~) and H~ (f~), respectively. Let 
{ai}in__l be the set of nodal points of Tu belonging to 12. Then it is well known that a function 
Vh E V ° is uniquely determined by the values vh(ak), k ---- 1,2,. . .  ,n. It is thus customary to 
introduce the canonical basis {~1,. . . ,  ~n} of V °, where 
~ E V ° and ~i(aj) = ~ij, Vi,j = 1,2, . . . ,n .  
Observe that 
Accordingly, 
step (b.1) (see above): 
{ Fi/d uh E V 0 suc i that  
VUh V~i  dx = Ph,k~i dx, 
f~ f~ 
n 
,,h = vh(a )v , vvh < v 2. 
i--1 
we introduce the following approximations to the Dirichlet problems arising in 
V~oi E V~. 
In order to solve this problem, we identify any function v h E V: with the corresponding vector 
n E R n, ~) ---- (Vi)i=l, vi = vh(ai). It is readily seen that our task is to solve the n-dimensional 
linear system A~ = bk, where A and bk are given as follows: 
= a n =fv~iV~j  A ( ij)i,j=l, aij dx, 
. 1  
ko / 
bk = (bi)i=l' b~ -~ Ph,k~i dx. 
The matrix A, which is common to all the iterates, is symmetric and definite positive. It is 
also a sparse matrix and, if an appropriate numerotation of the nodal points is chosen, it has 
nonvanishing components only near the diagonal ine. Consequently, it can be written in the form 
A = LL t using Cholesky's method. The triangular matrix L can be computed at the beginning 
of the iterations. 
Essentially, at each step of the algorithm, the computations to carry out are the following: 
(a) Compute the second member bk (using a numerical integration formula). 
(b) Solve the linear triangular systems Ly = bk and Ltu = y. 
(c) Compute Ph,k+l, i.e., the vector Pk+l E R n given by 
pk+l ---- H~,(u~+I + a(a~) + Apik), .. i i = 1,2,. n. 
Numer ica l  Exper iences  
Some numerical tests have been made taking ~ = (0, 1) x ( -1 ,  1) and using a regular triangu- 
lation with 800 points and 1482 triangles (accordingly, h ~ 0.05). 
Our data have been a = 1, 
~" 0.063, if x E f~l, 
a(x) = [ 0, otherwise, 
with f~l = [0.3, 0.7] x [-0.5, 0.5]. The domain and the triangulation are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1. The domain ft where the problem is solved, 
with the subdom&in f~i arising in the definition of the 
function a. 
Figure 2. The triangulation of £2. Number of triangles: 
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Figure 3. Behavior of the algorithm. Relationship between A
and the number of iterations needed. 
The algorithm has been initialized with po(x) = 1 in all the cases, and the convergence criterion 
has been [[Pk+t -- P~[[ < e = 10 -5. The algorithm has been tested for different values of A. In 
Figure 3, the relationship between the values of A and the corresponding needed iterations is 
displayed. 
In Figures 4 and 5, we present several views of the computed solution. This solution implicitly 
determines a free boundary: the curve u(x) + a(x) = 0. Figures 6 to 9 are concerned with u ÷ a. 
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Figure 4. 
lem (1). 
Isolines of the computed solution to prob- Figure 5. Three-dimensional representation f the com- 
puted solution. The values are multiplied by a factor 6. 
i 
ol. 
Figure 6. Isolines of the function u + c~. 
Figure 7. Three-dimensionai representation f the func- 
tion u + a, multiplied by a factor 6. 
/ 
/ 
Figure 8. Detail of the isolines represented in Figure 6. Figure 9. Representation f the function in Figure 7 
over a half domain. 
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3. A SECOND PROBLEM:  THE EQUIL IBR IUM OF 
A PLASMA IN  A TOROIDAL  CAVITY  
We consider a problem which serves to model the equilibrium of a plasma confined in a Toka- 
mak. We will suppose that the confinement domain is axially symmetric. Consequently, we 
introduce cylindrical coordinates (r,O, z), we assume that the z-axis coincides with the center 
line of the toroid, and we denote by f2 the cross-section i the halfplane 
H = {(r ,0 ,z) ;  (r,O,z) • R 3, 0 = 0, ~ > 0} .  
In the sequel, we assume that the boundary 0i2 is smooth and, also, that l) C {(r, z); (r, z) • R 2, 
r>0}.  
In this section, our problem is the following: 
Find u • H2(~) and f~ • R such that 
o (lOu  o (!ou  
-£u---~7~rOrl_,. . - '~z\rOz]  •rg(u) a.e. inf , ,  x=(r,z) 
u=f~ on 0[2 (3) 
lOu 
- -~n dar  = I. 
on 
Here, H is as in Section 2. The parameter I is given and represents the total current crossing 
the plasma; and u is the flux function for the magnetic field (for more details on the physical 
meaning of the previous quantities, see [4,5]). 
A solution (u, f~) to (3) for which f~ > 0 defines a free boundary, the boundary of the region 
occupied by the plasma: 
np = {x; x • ~, ~(~) < 0}. 
Problem (3) admits a weak formulation: 
Find u • H~(f~) @R such that 
/1VuVvdx=/rH(u)vdx '  r Vv E H~(f~) 
n (4) 
f rH(u) dx = I. 
f~ 
In order to reformulate (4) as the search of a critical point, following [1], we introduce 
H= L2(~), 
v = g l (a )  e a, 
Y:V 
g:H 
B : the compact embedding V ~-~ H, 
, R, y(v) = ~ IVvl 2 dx + ~I, Vv = ~ + ~ ~ V, 
f2 
, R, g(q) = f G(x, q(x)) dx, Vg E H 
n 
where G(x, s) = ars+ (so that 08G(x, s) = rH(s)). Now, our purpose is to solve the following 
(dual) problem: 
Min J*(q) = g*(q) - f*(S*q) (5) 
subject o q E OK. 
The set K is a closed semispace of L2(f~) and OK = {q; q E H, fqdx  = I}. Therefore, the 
n 
usual associated normal cone at q E OK is Nor(q) = R, for all q. 
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Algor i thm and Convergence 
Algorithm 2, proposed in [1] for constrained problems of this kind, reads in this case as follows: 
(a) Fix A > 0 and choose Po • L2(F/). 
(b) Then, for any given k > 0 and Pk • L2(12), 
(b.1) Compute Uk+l • H~(~), by solving ~ -£u  = Pk, in ~, 
( U = 0, on 0~; 
(b.2) Compute /3k+X • R by solving the scalar equation 
/ ( rH)x( fzk+l  +/3 + Apk) dx = I; F~(/3) 
f~ 
(b.3) Set pk+l(x) = (rH)~(~k+l(x) +/~k+l + Apk(x)) a.e. in ~. 
This algorithm can be compared with the one proposed in [6] by M. Sermange, which involves 
approximate regularization only. To be well defined, it is necessary that, for each Pk • OK and 
~k+l • H l(g~), there exists at least one solution/3k+1 • R to the corresponding equation in (b.2). 
This fact is proved in [1]; actually, it is shown there that the sequence (/3k } is uniformly bounded 
in a more general case. 
In order to establish the convergence of the previous algorithm, we will prove the following 
result: 
THEOREM 1. Assume Po • OK and Po >- 0 a.e. in 12. Then the sequence {(fik,/3k)} possesses 
subsequences which converge in Hl(f~) x R. I f  ((z,/3)is the limit of such a subsequenee, then 
(f~ +/3,/3) is a solution to (4). 
PROOF. By construction, {Pk} is uniformly bounded in L2(f~). As a consequence, {(Pk,/3k)} is 
bounded in L2(~) × R; therefore, it possesses weakly convergent subsequences and, also, {uk} is 
bounded in H2(12). Extracting new subsequences if necessary, one has 
pu ~ p weakly in L2(~), /3u ~/3,  
flu ~ ~ weakly in H2(~) and strongly in H(~(f~). 
It can be proved that limk--.oo HPk+I -Pk]]22 = 0 by using the inequality 
g*(Pk+l) <_ J*(Pk) - -~NPk+I -- Pk]]2L2 
and the fact that J* is bounded from below. Then, from relations pu • OK and pu • rH(B(~,  + 
/3u) + A(pu-1 - p,)), one sees that 
p•OK and p•rH(B( (z+/3) ) .  
Finally, if we denote by S the inverse of the operator -~  with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions 
on 0f~, we can write (zu+l = SB*pu V#. Hence, ~ = SB*p, i.e., 
{ -£:~ = p, in f~, = O, on Ogt. 
Consequently, (~ +/3,/3) solves (4). | 
In a similar way, an iterative algorithm can be introduced and a convergence r sult can be 
established for a more general problem 
{ -Lu(x)  •0G(z ,u (z ) )  a.e. inf , ,  x=( r , z )  u =/3 on 0~ 
J rOn 
where G must satisfy appropriate assumptions. 
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Finite Element Discretization 
We use the same P1-Lagrange finite element approximation i troduced in Section 2. 
each problem 
I -£u  = Pk, in £/, 
u = 0, on 0~, 
can be written as a linear system Aft = bk where 
Then, 
f l  
j r  
n 
i ]  
f~ 
By means of a Cholesky factorization fi, = LL t, we see that, at each step, our task in (b.1) is 
reduced to 
(a) The computation of the second member bk E R n. 
(b) The numerical solution of two linear triangular systems. 
The scalar equation in (b.2) now converts into 
Fh,k(~) =-- / ph,k(j3) dx = I, (6) 
f~ 
where Ph,k (f~) is determined by 
Ph,k(/~) e Vh, (Ph,k(B))(ai) = (r,H)A(u~ +1 + t3 + Apk), Vi -- 1, 2 , . . .n  
(here, ai = (ri, z~) is the ita nodal point). The function Fh,k is nondecreasing, sothat equation (6) 
is easily solvable. 
Numerical Experiences 
For the numerical tests, we have chosen as ~ the open ball centered at (1, 0) with radius 0.2. 
We have taken a = 5. and I = 0.5. 
' z  
F igure  10. 
These choices correspond to the Tokamak of 
Fontenay-Aux-Roses (cf. [6]). We have used 
a triangulation of ~ with 894 points and 
1726 triangles which can be seen, together 
with a three-dimensional representation of
a part of the toroidal domain, in Figures 11 
and 12. 
We have used the initialization po(x) - 1 and the convergence test l[Pk+1 --Pk[[ < e = 10 -4. In 
Figures 13 and 14, the solution and the free boundary (the region occupied by the plasma) are 
visualized. Figures 15 to 18 show the free boundaries found for other values of the total current 
parameter I. The results are in practice identical to those in [6]. 
1 esentat~o 
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Figure 13. Isolines of the computed solution. Figure 14. The free boundary defined by the 
solution. Region occupied by the plasma. 
Figure 15. The free boundary for I = 0.55. 
29:12-F 
Figure 16. The free boundary for I = 0.1. 
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Figure 17. The free boundary for I = 0.05. Figure 18. The free boundary for I = 0.01. 
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